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Robbfe and Lesi]e did a lot of thinldng about this and have already initiated some tactics to respond to the Lotus
1-2-3v4 rete~se. The tactics are outlined below along with an spend~ng2reach attachment. Ove~l[, we have
ino~d m~keting $2mm during June-August to respond to Lotus.
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In add~on, rye o~lined some recommendations for expanding efforts in d~rect marketing and the reseller
channel. We’ve also dLscussed pdcing Changes and aren’t going to recommend it now. Please provide input or
anythoughts you have on these areas.
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Over~l; ResF3nse Objectives:
¯

.
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1) Demonstrate that XL is the leader, p~sition 123v4 as catch up release
2) F%ven[ Lotus from gaining on Win desklop~ capture switchers from DOS as they move ta Windows
3) Get people to wait for XLS; special emphasis on reviewers and influencials
Key Tactics (already in motion):

,

t) "Switching" campaign directed at DOS 1-2-3 users, total funding $1,240k
- DR T’V (60 sec spot, offers free 30 min. video--testimonial by 1-2-3 users who switched to Excel
- DR print (offers same video free)
2) Direct Mall Upgrade Offer. total funding’ ST70k
- "LI mm pieces to drop 6f1’5, timed to coincide with 1-2-3 upgrade notice
3) Excel leadership a~s/rnomentum ad~ tota! funding $230k
- PC p~ess, 10 insertions.
~ Early demos of XL 5.0.
- VBA announcement by Bi!lg~ at PC Expo (with some XL 5 teasers)
- Backroom briefings at Windows World and PC Expo
- Broad customer NDA sessbns in July in fie~d sates offices
. Potential XL momentum press release (89% of fortune 100)
- Controlled leaks: emphasis on the dramatic UI changes to XL5 that indicate it is a major release (3D, tab
d~al .ogs, "h~nds on’ cha~ing)
- Letterte FC editors pointing oul Excel v3 and v4 innovations that 1-2-3v4 is now "catching up" with. This
7) Office Professional Release
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<<File Attachment:. 123R-ESP,XLS.~.
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The potential market of Lolus upgradet~ is roughly 3-Smm users (US). We believe that by previewing XL5 and ...... ~.
armingrthe salesforce with app~priate tools to position XL versus 1-2-3v4 we can forestall most large account
purchases. Our biggest area of exposure is with small to mid--sized businesses that we don’t reach thrnugh
normat enthusiast marketing orthe s~les force. The two ways we can reach them is through direct marketing and
resellers.
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Proposals for going beyond the current tactics:
1. Expand direc~t marketing
Corp Comm and O&M are developing a recommendation that cauld expand our current DM plans to "colder" lists.
The ideal is to rind target lists thai could approximate Lotus 1-2-3 DCk£ users. We coutd change the current offer
in se~,er’al ways:
"include "technology guarantee" ("we guarantee that XL ~s a better spreadsheet than 1-2-3 or your money
back’)¯ DLscount cx:~upon for XL upgrade (a direct mail coupon that would offer $30 off the XL upgrade as another
form of I:~rchase incentJ~e)
-.
¯ Drop comp. upgrade price to $99 or$49 (see #3 below)
"Offer free version upgrade 1o Excel 5 (see_ #4 below)
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We arreedy have direct ma~ printed and ready to drop on June 15. We think it is crfficalto drop this at the same
time as Lotus sends ~ts upgrade notices. Changes would de~ay this by appmxirnately 4 weeks. I recommend
that we don1 a:fferthe current offer, but we could seek aut colder lists that could extend our reach. Robbie and
Leslie considered this, but the cost is very high. W’~th response rates under 1% on cold lists, the cost per buyeris
overS50 ea. Kind of expensive on a$129 upgrade. If we had good lists targeting 1-2-3 users, It could be worth
theh~just to send them some self-funding direct advertising.
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2. Reach reseIier channe~
We would also like to goose competitive upgrades-and gel" attention when Lotus is selling in tons of upgrades. In
additfon to applying" the same ideas above to upgrades in the reseller channel 0ower pdces, offer free upgrades,
technology guarentea) we could add tactics for retail:
"SP]F reseller sales personnel on aJl Excel units
¯ Increase support for Office Upgrade and Office Pro launch (not directly an XL response, but could dilute
1-2.3’s reseller pusS.)
"Let resellers know we take Lotus upgrade notices as valid proof of ownership in order to buy Excel
competitive upgrades.
~.:
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SPIFlng reselfers could increase awareness for XL competitive upgrades. SPIFs don1 always work~ but if you
back it with some reseller at~entJon (CRN ads, MS field calls) it might help,
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3, Drop competitive upgrade price to $99 or $49
We could dro~ prices in the cha~nel despite the 1+million dire~ mail drop. We dent think $99 has much impact
on a 1-2-3 user who lh~ks 1-2-3/w will be an easier transition. The real goal is to get In the consideration set
when this DOS user finally thinks about getting a Windows spreadsheet. That means v~sibilffy, not price. Then .
there a]’e aJt the cumbe..m~me logisti.cs issues we’d like to assume away, but tend to come back and bite us:
- Word and Excel romp. upgrade pdces different
- Office competitive upg~de less attractive
- ~ndercCrttfng Selecft pricing
- harderto move the temp. upgrade prices up in the fall
Ir we want to get aggressive, offering free upgrades to Excel 5 from now on will get some attention[ It could stail
1-2-3 sales because it broadcasts our upcoming new version. Combined with a technology guarantee, it’s a
strong leadershi~ message an~ builds n’~mentum and hypef]nteresf for the next release. This could really get
expensive with an exposure of more than 300k users and pe,ssibly $2-3 million in free upgrades (CQGS +
shipping, ass~min~ lots ot the 3OOK never cash in). One disadvantage is rr~king the C~ce ve~ion upgrade less
atlractive in the fall as many users would already have a free Excel ve~ion upgrade ($299 for Word and
PewerPoin! upgrades wouldnl be very attra~ve). Obviously, much of the Excel, Word, and Off3ce installed b~se
wouldn’~ qualify for the free Excel upgrade so the Office upgrade is still a good deal. Another disadv&ntage is "
that, similar to dr~pping prices, it undermines the long term pricing we’re trTing to establish for upgrades.
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5. Spend a ton more on advertising and direct response advertising.
Believe it or r~t, the agency and Corpcom do not recommend this. We are aJ saturation on product advertising
for Office and Excel in the PC press. Despite the,-’
eood eady indications for di~e.ct response, ft is expensive on a
~ , ,.,.,,’,ulc~’~
give away I~ts of videos, but only some video recipients buy), We need to
perunderstandConversJonthe baSiSconversion(.you canrate better- the research has begun on this.
Recommendation:
>From the ideas above, here is what we recommend doing:
1. Reseller SPIF, technology guarentee, and accept Lotus upgrade notices-all to focus attention and sell more
Excel competitive upgrades. Mikene has suggested the following way to implement a potential SPIF:
Direct Resel[ers and SPs - sell through SPIF for XL sold in July and August of $5 per unit for any Excel SKU (inc.
all Office skus). A pain to implement, but we’ve done it before. Outbound Rese!lers - do trade ads (CRN) and
anno~unce a $10 SPiF on any
s~les in Jub/az~ August through these resellers.

.
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2_ Look fo[ lists that may r~chi:l-2-3 users. If we c&n find good 05es, ma~ to them. OtheT~’ise, don’t do thfs.
Ma~ng to cold lists is lust not cast effective and has to be ,,4ewed as expensive advertising.
3. If we really want to get aggressive, go for.the free Exce! 5 upgrades. It would be the most compelling to end
users and would really get attention and It does all the dght things for us strategically. It is also the single most
expensive thing proposed. We’d have to support it by revising our ads and having the field push iL It could be
disruptive to a.Jl the stuff we have p~.nned for Office, but I guess it is not really the Excel group’s )ob to worry
about that. Certainly crunching Lotus is a pretty good thing to do for Office .... : ..
4. Get the field and all of US Group HQ marketing geared up for a massive fall launch of Word 6 and Excel 5,
Obviously, we do this no matter what. along with everything else. Just a reminder tl’~t all of the tactics above a_re
really just measures to get us through the next 4 months in better shape. I have no doubt that the juggernaut of
Ward 6 and Excel 5 (and the other app releases) are going to be a sedous blow to Lotus, Bor~and, and
WordPe.dect.
’ :Thoughts or i~put?
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--Kathleen and Lewis
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